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First Kiss, on the House
Bold Strokes Books Inc

One woman with her entire
life in front of her. Having
experienced a lifetime's
amount of loss and love
under the spotlight of her
stepfather and
stepbrother's rock and roll
stardom, London Fields
decides now is her time to
shine. Leaving for college
with a clear focus and big
dreams around her musical
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theater major, she is ready
to take on the world ...
under an assumed name.
Protecting her identity will
allow her the freedom to
experience life and maybe
love for the very first time.
One man with a second
chance to live for himself.
A horrible accident
devastated life as Logan
Links and his family knew
it. He spent a semester off
from college to help them
begin to heal and returns to
school just in time to play
one more season of college
football. Only one thing can
make things ... hard. Logan
and London have had a
tumultuous relationship
since he was twelve and
she was eight. One that has
always been buffered by
their families' close
connection. Now, they are
on their own. What happens
when these two repeatedly
run into each other without
the watchful eyes of
others? Will London's
daydreams of Logan Links
being the first man she

kisses become a heavenly
reality, or will his devil
dimples lead her straight to
hell?

Our First Kiss
CreateSpace
After returning to his
charming home town of
Bethlehem, New York,
Tom Flynn finds himself
falling for the beautiful
woman he meets at his
birthday party. Original.
Kissing the Witch
Random House
When girls in Gotham
City go missing,
Harley Quinn is
determined to track
down their
kidnapper. But the
only way to outsmart
a villain is to
engage in a little
villainy herself.
Don't miss the
adrenaline-racing
conclusion to the
Harley Quinn
trilogy. In Gotham
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City even the heroes
are wicked. Harley
Quinn and Poison Ivy
can't wait to cross
off the final items
on their summer
bucket list. They
still need to: Go to
Pride Get mani/pedis
Figure out how they
can kiss without
Ivy's toxic lips
killing Harley.
(Every relationship
has its challenges!)
But their to-do list
gets more dangerous
when young girls
vanish from the
streets of Gotham
City. The only clues
left behind are the
dolls on Harley's
doorstep from a
mysterious sender
known as the
Dollmaker. The
message is clear:
come find me…if you
dare. Award-winning

author Rachael Allen
delivers the fast-
paced and fiercely
feminist conclusion
to the Harley Quinn
trilogy. “Allen’s
Harley is a fierce,
righteous, brilliant,
and preternaturally
brace ball of chaos.
I loved and feared
every single minute
with her.” –Dahlia
Adler, author of Cool
for the Summer
First and Only Destiny EBook
& LARGE Print Harlequin
"Max is standing on the beach
brooding, and holding an
engagement ring he was trying
to talk himself out of giving to a
woman he doesn’t love.
Claire is trying to escape a blind-
date gone very wrong when she
encounters Max at the water's
edge. When their lips meet
before they do, what could
possibly go wrong?"--

50 First Kisses Harper
Collins
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Ace Sinclair and high school
sweetheart, J'nelle Reade,
reunite decades later. They
soon discover that the past is
still with them more than
they know. They must
choose between the tidal pull
of old dreams and the
future's wide unknown.
Her First Kiss Entangled:
Teen
Kelly Newsome is so ready for
a tropical island vacation, but
she never expects to meet the
woman who could give her
her last first kiss.
The Geography of First Kisses
Entangled: Crush
Upmarket Women's fiction
Harley Quinn: Ravenous Bold
Strokes Books Inc
An Instant New York Times
Bestseller! If I Stay meets Your
Name in Dustin Thao's You've
Reached Sam, a heartfelt novel
about love and loss and what it
means to say goodbye. Seventeen-
year-old Julie Clarke has her
future all planned out—move out
of her small town with her

boyfriend Sam, attend college in
the city; spend a summer in
Japan. But then Sam dies. And
everything changes. Heartbroken,
Julie skips his funeral, throws out
his belongings, and tries
everything to forget him. But a
message Sam left behind in her
yearbook forces memories to
return. Desperate to hear him
one more time, Julie calls Sam's
cell phone just to listen to his
voice mail recording. And Sam
picks up the phone. The
connection is temporary. But
hearing Sam's voice makes Julie
fall for him all over again and
with each call, it becomes harder
to let him go. What would you do
if you had a second chance at
goodbye? A 2021 Kids' Indie
Next List Selection A Cosmo.com
Best YA Book Of 2021 A
Buzzfeed Best Book Of
November A Goodreads Most
Anticipated Book
First Kiss with the Quarterback
Ten Speed Press
A new adult / college / sports
romance novel from USA Today
bestselling author, MJ Fields.
One woman with her entire life
in front of her. Having
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experienced a lifetime’s amount
of loss and love under the
spotlight of her stepfather and
stepbrother’s rock and roll
stardom, London Fields decides
now is her time to shine. Leaving
for college with a clear focus and
big dreams around her musical
theater major, she is ready to take
on the world ⋯ under an
assumed name. Protecting her
identity will allow her the
freedom to experience life and
maybe love for the very first time.
One man with a second chance to
live for himself. A horrible
accident devastated life as Logan
Links and his family knew it. He
spent a semester off from college
to help them begin to heal and
returns to school just in time to
play one more season of college
football. Only one thing can
make things ⋯ hard. Logan and
London have had a tumultuous
relationship since he was twelve
and she was eight. One that has
always been buffered by their
families' close connection. Now,
they are on their own. What
happens when these two
repeatedly run into each other
without the watchful eyes of

others? Will London’s
daydreams of Logan Links being
the first man she kisses become a
heavenly reality, or will his devil
dimples lead her straight to hell?
His First Crush ( Logans story)
will release on February 18th.
Logan and London have a deep
history and two books were
necessary to tell their story. There
are more books to come in the
Firsts series. Each one after
Logan and Londons books will be
a stand alone companion novel
with a complete story in each
book.
First Kiss Wednesday Books
Thirteen tales are unspun
from the deeply familiar,
and woven anew into a
collection of fairy tales that
wind back through time.
Acclaimed Irish author
Emma Donoghue reveals
heroines young and old in
unexpected
alliances--sometimes
treacherous, sometimes
erotic, but always
courageous. Told with
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luminous voices that
shimmer with sensuality and
truth, these age-old
characters shed their
antiquated cloaks to travel a
seductive new landscape,
radiantly
transformed.Cinderella
forsakes the handsome
prince and runs off with the
fairy godmother; Beauty
discovers the Beast behind
the mask is not so very
different from the face she
sees in the mirror; Snow
White is awakened from
slumber by the bittersweet
fruit of an unnamed desire.
Acclaimed writer Emma
Donoghue spins new tales
out of old in a magical web
of thirteen interconnected
stories about power and
transformation and choosing
one's own path in the world.
In these fairy tales, women
young and old tell their own
stories of love and hate,

honor and revenge, passion
and deception. Using the
intricate patterns and oral
rhythms of traditional fairy
tales, Emma Donoghue
wraps age-old characters in a
dazzling new skin. 2000 List
of Popular Paperbacks for
YA
Love and Other Secrets Jane
Anthony
Charlie is living the life he wants,
except for one thing: he needs
someone to take his virginity.
Working his way up the
management ladder at Crush
doesn’t leave much time for
hooking up. The support he
receives from his family means
everything to him, but they
can’t help him with this. Josh
had plenty of time to sow his oats
at college, but he chose to stay
true to his boyfriend. An art
student with a place at university
waiting for him, he has little to
complain about until he finds his
boyfriend in a compromising
position. After ending their
relationship, he seeks comfort in
his family – the one thing that
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never lets him down. Every corner
exposes new secrets, which shake
the foundations of the family.
Charlie and Josh find solace in
one another, crossing boundaries
they never expected to. But
between blackmail and assault,
what are they even fighting for?
And who will stand with them?
Find out what happens when they
knock down the first domino in a
long line of changes set to test
their loyalty and put them on a
path neither anticipated.
You've Reached Sam Sphere
Do you believe in love at first
sight? First love has never been
more intense, heartbreaking, and
oh so worth it! Shy artist Lia
cannot resist gorgeous genius,
Devraj. Sparks fly and their
families and friends try to break
them apart.
A Thousand Boy Kisses Maggie
Dallen
A person's first kiss is always
memorable. But kissing is an act
that can seem like rocket science
to some, especially if you've
never done it. Kissing has been
immortalized in various
screenplays, poems, novels and
even in songs. But how do you

actually make your first kiss as
memorable as it deserves to be? If
you are one of the many who
haven't tried it yet, but are just
dying to kiss that special someone,
then reading this book will
definitely help you out. You will
learn how to set up the perfect
moment, how to feel confident
and, of course, how to do all the
technical stuff right (without it
seeming technical at all).
Never Never MJ Fields
HE SAID... "Trust me - If
there's one thing I'm not
attracted to, it's the shrieking,
overly-dramatic shrew that's
taken over my sister's
apartment. And what is up
with her hair? I know what I
want; an easy, uncomplicated
lay - and Cecelia Carter sure
as shit isn't one. But I never
could resist a challenge, and
vow to wipe that
condescending grin off her
pretty face. Aw, shit. Did I just
call her pretty..?" - Matthew
Wakefield SHE SAID...
"Trust me - If there's one
thing I'm not attracted to, it's
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an arrogant, selfish and foul-
mouth hockey player. I know
what I want; someone who's
good for my body and soul and
makes me laugh - and
Matthew Wakefield isn't any of
those things. I cannot stand the
sight of him; I mean, what a
jackass. If I refuse to give him
anything but sass and sarcasm,
it's only because he deserves
it..." - Cecelia Carter
Anticlimactic First Kisses
Kensington Publishing
Corporation
Nora Reid believes scientific
laws control everything,
even love. With her
grandparents’epic first kiss
story cemented in her brain,
Nora develops a hypothesis
she’s determined to
prove:for each person in the
world, there is exactly one
other person, and at first
kiss, they’ll experience an
immediate and intense
reaction. But after four years
of zero-reaction kisses, she

comes up with a new theory:
maybe that pesky crush on
her stunningly hot best
friend Eli Costas is skewing
her results. She needs to get
rid of him, and fast. Eli
Costas is an injury-prone
lacrosse star with a
problem—the one chance he
had at winning over the girl
next door resulted in the
most epically sucktastic first
kiss ever. And now
she’s...trying to get rid of
him? Hell no. It’s time to
disprove her theory and
show her exactly what
she’s missing. Game. On.
Disclaimer: This book
contains a stunningly hot
lacrosse player who isn’t
above playing dirty to win
over the stubborn girl-next-
door of his dreams. Each
title in the First Kiss
Hypothesis series is
STANDALONE: * The
First Kiss Hypothesis * Love
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and Other Secrets
Nothing Like the First Time
Createspace Independent
Publishing Platform
Jesse Dylan was my best friend,
my first kiss . . . and my first
heartbreak.Watching him walk
out of my life almost ruined me.
But years have passed, and the
pain of losing him has long since
faded.Or so I thought.One
glimpse in his cobalt eyes and
those old wounds reopened. Jesse
wants a second chance at what
might have been, but it's too late.
I'm with someone new. Someone
safe. Someone who can't break
me.Yet the heart wants what it
wants, and mine has only ever
beat for the one who got away. I
can't deny him. I can't resist him.
He consumes my every waking
thought and invades my
dreams.After all these years, I
find myself wondering if I'll ever
truly stop loving the boy who
taught my heart to hurt.Jesse
abandoned me when things got
too difficult once.I'm about to
find out if lightning can strike
twice.
17 First Kisses Elouise East

She's on his campus to score
a science scholarship...so
how did she win the
quarterback's heart? This
shy high school senior never
imagined her first kiss would
come from a college
quarterback. But then again,
she never thought she'd get
kissed at all. Not anytime in
this decade, at least.
Speaking to guys is definitely
not Charlotte's forte. She's
more of a data and numbers
kind of girl. But when her
friends convince her that this
weekend-long science
competition is the best way
to get her lab partner's
attention, she's ready to step
outside her comfort zone
and show her old friend that
she's more than just a big
brain. Her first attempt at a
flirtation? Not a success. But
help comes along in the form
of West, the college
quarterback, a guy three
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seconds away from failing
out...unless he can get a
science geek to help him out.
It's quid pro quo for the
science nerd and the athlete.
Until feelings get involved.
Now no one is certain who
likes who or what's real and
what's fake...least of all
Charlotte. Isn't there some
sort of experiment that could
help her sort out the truth
from the lies? According to
West, there is. The details of
this lab experiment? Well, it
involves a first kiss...
First Kiss Random House
Books for Young Readers
*This NA Contemporary
Romance story contains sexual
content and language aimed at
a mature audience. 17+*
Carly Summers and Greyston
Sterling were each other's first
kiss, first sexual experience,
first love, first everything...
They were a match made in
Heaven, that was, until Grey
took a job as a freelance

photographer which took him
to the other side of the world.
When it came down to a
choice between his career and
his girl-he chose his career.
Now, 10 years later, Grey's
back in town and wants to see
if they can rekindle what they
had all those years ago. Carly
has had relationships but
nothing that lasted. No one
ever compared to Grey. But
how can they if he's engaged to
somebody else?
The Last First Kiss Bantam
DISCOVER THE
UNFORGETTABLE TIKTOK
SENSATION THAT HAS
CAPTURED MILLIONS OF
HEARTS 'This book is
breathtakingly, heartbreakingly
beautiful. You will cry ugly tears'
5***** READER REVIEW 'So
moving that it left me sobbing
but at the same time filled my
heart. Beautiful, tragic,
heartbreakingly wonderful'
5***** READER REVIEW 'It is
without a doubt the biggest ugly
cry I have ever had from a book'
5***** READER REVIEW
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________ Two hearts. One love
story. An ending you will never
forget . . . Rune Kristiansen and
Poppy Litchfield met as children
and swore to be friends forever.
As teenagers, their friendship
grew into a love that promised to
last a lifetime. But their worlds
were shattered when Rune was
sent home to his native Norway.
Two years later, Rune is back,
and Poppy is ready for their
happy ever after to begin. But the
boy who returns is not the Rune
she remembers. What happened
to turn her sweet, thoughtful
Rune into this brooding stranger?
And will the secret Poppy is
carrying bring them closer
together or separate them
forever? Discover the story that
will break your heart and make
you believe true love really does
last for eternity . . . ________ 'I
have read books that have had
me ugly crying in the past but I
honestly don't think I've read a
book before this one where tears
flowed in every single chapter'
5***** READER REVIEW 'The
most heartbreaking, soul-
shattering yet beautiful book I
have ever read . . . I sobbed. I

mean ugly crying' 5*****
READER REVIEW 'One of the
most beautiful and most
heartbreaking books I have ever
read' 5***** READER REVIEW
'Rune couldn't have been more
perfect, nor Poppy more perfect
for him' 5***** READER
REVIEW
The First Kiss Harlequin
Classical pianist Vera
Waltham is recovering from a
bad break up by taking a
hiatus with her daughter in the
Damson Valley countryside.
She's content with her music,
and has no interest in
complicating her life with
further attempts at
romance.Attorney James
Knightley is a numbers guy
who reads contractual fine
print for fun, and he wants
nothing to do with damsels, in
distress or otherwise. Nobody
is more surprised than James
when he falls for Vera, and the
only contract on James's mind
when it comes to that talented
lady is holy matrimony.Vera is
gathering her resolve to
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resume performing, and
handsome, lonely lawyers don't
have a place on her program.
Then somebody starts
threatening Vera, and her best
shot a staying safe is to put her
trust in James. Does she dare
give him her heart as well?
(Kprt)
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